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Easy solution to the problem: end public education (Score:-1)
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by Anonymous Coward
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to pay for your child's education is morally reprehensible. The state needs to end its expansionist policies and let people live there own
lives. I'm all for vaccinating children, but forcing it on parents is wrong. On that same token it's wrong to prevent a child from getting vaccinated if said
child so whims it. Parent's nor the state should own children. Children are people too and should have the same rights as every adult and it's up to the
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parents to decide up to the extent that t
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Re:Easy solution to the problem: end public educat (Score:5, Insightful)
by Dunbal ( 464142 ) * on Saturday February 09, 2019 @11:32AM (#58094436)

I'm all for vaccinating children, but forcing it on parents is wrong.
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to be forced on people for their own good. Things like speed limits and lane markings actually work to cut down traffic accidents. Just
letting people drive however the hell they want is dangerous. Things like how to wire your house and building codes actually work to reduce avoidable fires,
Close
building collapses, health problems, etc. Just letting people build a house however the hell they want is dangerous. Likewise vaccines. No, it's NOT up to the
Close
parents. It's public health policy. You don't like it - tough. It's not all "my rights". It's rights AND RESPONSIBILITIES.
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Re: (Score:2)
by HiThere ( 15173 )
Umnh...you think you have infinitely fast reaction time? That you can miraculously kill momentum without skid marks? Or what is the basis for your belief
about highway speed limits?
P.S.: The autobahn has (had?) more serious accidents than other roads per mile driven. They were talking about imposing speed limits on it (in the interest
of uniformity in traffic regulations across Europe). I don't know what decision they made/are making.
1 hidden comment

Re: (Score:2)
by HiThere ( 15173 )
Where do you live that you aren't forced to have an ID? I live in the US. When I turned 16 I got a social security number, and when I turned 18 I was
registered for the draft. (I wasn't drafted, but I was registered.) Earlier as a boy scout my fingerprints were sent to be registered with the FBI. These days
infants are given social security numbers at birth keyed to (I think) their foot-prints, but possibly to their DNA. If not, that's coming soon.
1 hidden comment

Re: (Score:2)
by Dunbal ( 464142 ) *
Driving is a right you earn by acquiring a license. However that right comes with responsibilities - the responsibility to obey traffic laws, and the
responsibility to maintain your vehicle in good order.
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